Peer Critique: Purpose, Models and Protocol
The purpose of peer critique is to provide the creator(s) with feedback that will help them to know what exactly is working well and **specifically** what to change.

Ex. Great hair day...bad belt!
Warm and Cool Feedback

During a peer critique, the people who are critiquing the work give warm (complimentary) and cool (constructive criticism) to the creator.

*It is very important to be as specific as possible and to refrain or stay away from using euphemisms such as “I really like it.”*
Warm Feedback Models:

– It is interesting how you used___________ to accomplish____________.

– I can tell who the character is because of_________, ___________ and _____________.

– My eye is drawn to____________ because of ______________.
Cool Feedback Models:
- I don’t understand why you______________.

- This part is confusing. What did you mean by______________.

- The character might improve if you did__________, ___________and__________.